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It is important that you read this document carefully and in its entirety prior to participating in
the Digital Token ecosystem. You should seek personal advice from your accountant and legal
representative prior to acting on the information contained in this Whitepaper (“WP”).
Issuer
The issuer of this WP is Juniverse Global Ltd (“Juniverse”, or “Digital Token Issuer”).
Not Securities
The offer described in this WP is not an offer of securities.
This material is provided by the Digital Token Issuer’s Team (“Digital Token Team”) for
informational purposes only and is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities or
engage in ﬁnancial services.
No Investment Advice
The product offered is not offered for investment purposes. The information contained in
this WP should not be taken as ﬁnancial product advice and has been prepared as general
information only.
To the extent permitted by the applicable International Laws, regulations, and rules and
those of the participants’ country of residence, the Digital Token Team shall not be liable
for any losses that are indirect or otherwise, that may be in connection to the reliance of
this Document.
Please consult your legal, ﬁnancial, or business professional for advice prior to participating
in the Digital Token ecosystem.
Prior to the participation in the Digital Token ecosystem you should carefully address the
general risks involved with blockchain technology.
Invitation
The invitation contained in this WP is for the participation in a Digital Token ecosystem via
Tokens which has been construed to fall under the category of a digital currency.
No individual or body is authorised by Digital Token to give any information or make any
representation in connection with this offer that is not contained in this WP.
All information that has been held out but is not contained in this WP may not be relied
upon as having been authorised by the Digital Token Team.
Neither a representative of a company or any persons associated with the company may
warrant the future performance of the Digital Token Ecosystem or Juniverse Tokens.
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Past Performance
It is important that you read this document carefully and in its entirety prior to
participating in the Digital Token ecosystem. You should seek personal advice from your
accountant and legal representative prior to acting on the information contained in this
Whitepaper (“WP”).
Forward-Looking Statements
This document may contain information relating to past and future performance of the
Company. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
Any forward-looking statements, which can be identiﬁed by the use of forward-looking
terminology, including, without limitation, the terms “will”, “may”, “believes”, “indicates”,
“seeks”, “estimates”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “predicts”, “intends”, “plans”, “goals”, “targets”,
“aims”, “outlook”, “guidance”, “forecasts”, “probability”, “would”, “could” or “should” or, in each
case, their negative or other variations or comparable terminology. Readers should note
that these statements may be affected by varying factors which could cause actual results
to deviate from anticipated results.
This document uses market data and third-party estimates and projections. There is no
guarantee that any of the third-party estimates or projections contained in this document
will be achieved. The Company has not independently veriﬁed this information.
The Company cannot and does not give any assurance that the results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by any forward-looking statements contained in this
document will actually occur and readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on
these forward-looking statements. The Company has no intention of updating or revising
forward-looking statements, or publishing prospective Financial Information in the
future, regardless of whether new information, future events or any other factors affect
the information contained in this document, except where required by law.
There is no assurance that any of the forecasts contained in any reports, surveys and
research of such third parties that are referred to in this document will be achieved.
Not Securities
The offer described in this WP is not an offer of securities.
This material is provided by the Digital Token Issuer’s Team (“Digital Token Team”)
for informational purposes only and is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell
securities or engage in ﬁnancial services.
Expiry Date
This WP expires 12 months following this document’s publish date which is (5th July 2022).
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Representation and Warranties
By accessing this document or any part thereof, you acknowledge, understand, and agree
that:
Participation in the offer does not provide the participant to any rights in the Digital Token
Company/ecosystem;
This document does not constitute a guarantee or a promise of; future prospects, features
of the ecosystem and/or any form of legally binding agreement between the Digital Token
Team and the reader of this document;
You are permitted to access this document pursuant to the laws of your country of
residence;
The redistribution or dissemination of this document, or any part or section thereof, is
prohibited without the permission of the Digital Token Team;
The Digital Token Team and/or its afﬁliates are not liable for any losses of any kind arising
from the reliance of this document; and
Information in this document does not constitute legal, ﬁnancial, business or tax advice.
Jurisdiction
The WP has been prepared to comply with international law.
The Digital Token ecosystem will be regulated under international law and any other
applicable law. Participants of the Digital Token ecosystem will be regulated by
international laws, laws of their country of residence and any other applicable law. This WP
does not constitute an invitation in any place in which, or to any person whom, it would not
be lawful to make such an invitation.
The distribution of this WP (whether electronically or otherwise) in certain jurisdictions
may be restricted by law. Persons who come into possession of this WP should seek their
own advice and observe any such restrictions.
Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable laws.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Digital Token Team, any person participating in the Digital
Token ecosystem shall be by virtue, deemed to represent that they are in a jurisdiction that
permits the participation detailed in this WP, and is not acting for the account or beneﬁt of
a person within such jurisdiction that does not permit participation detailed in this WP.
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Guarantee
This document does not afford any guarantees or promises. All features referenced to in
this document or related documents are not guaranteed. This document does not
guarantee that the services mentioned will be released. If a product is released, there is no
guarantee that the product will resemble or abide by the features listed in this document.
This document should not be relied upon as a promise or representation of the future
projections of the Digital Token Team.
Currency
Unless expressly stated, monetary amounts are expressed in United States dollars.
Photographs and Diagrams
Diagrams and maps used in this WP are for illustrative purposes only. All information
represented in the charts, graphs and tables are based on information available as of the
listed date.
Distribution of Document
The distribution or dissemination of this document or any part or section thereof, is
prohibited without the consent of the Digital Token Team.
This WP may not be distributed to or relied upon by any person.
Privacy
By participating in the Digital Token Ecosystem, you may be required to provide personal
information to the Digital Token Team. A full list of personal information used will be listed
on Digital Token’s privacy policy.
Participants domiciled in or a national of a European country may make a request for
personal information to be deleted at any time as per the GDPR. However, users who
request the deletion of their personal information may be forced to cease use of our
services and dispose of any Juniverse Tokens that they may possess.
Blockchain General Risks
Blockchain technology presents many inherent risks. Please ensure you are either well
informed in relation to blockchain technology or have consulted a blockchain advisor
prior to participating in the Juniverse ecosystem.
We recommend that you seek independent professional advice prior to committing to
anything that may be mentioned within this WP to ensure it is suitable to your personal
needs.
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Updated Information
Information relating to the offer may need to be updated from time to time. Any
updated information about the offer not materially adverse to the product offering will
be made available at the Juniverse Token website.
Any failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable laws.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Digital Token Team, any person participating in the
Digital Token ecosystem shall be by virtue, deemed to represent that they are in a
jurisdiction that permits the participation detailed in this WP, and is not acting for the
account or beneﬁt of a person within such jurisdiction that does not permit participation
detailed in this WP.
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A company incorporated on the British Virgin Island, named Juniverse Global Ltd focuses business
operations around superfruits eg: Jaboticaba plus creating a health app catering to
health-conscious consumers permitting usage of Juniverse tokens to get health products.

Company Background
In 2022, we incorporated Juniverse Global Ltd in British Virgin Island(“Juniverse”) for
the purposes of establishing our technological and blockchain arm.
We are headquartered in Malaysia at the following address:
Intershore Chambers, Road Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands
Juniverse planned to plant superfruits across Malaysia, with the major cities including
Perlis, Johor, and Pahang. Juniverse has come to terms with Jabo Plantation Sdn Bhd
for the supply of fruits and trees.
Our provider’s farm location where fruits are cultivated is located at the following
address:
Jalan Senai 10, Taman Angkasa, 81400 Senai, Johor, Malaysia.
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Although Jaboticaba is native to Brazil, it is also grown in other places such as Taiwan and Malaysia
due to their similar tropical climate. The Jaboticaba tree is known to have a lifespan of up to 300 years
with its yield becoming more valuable as it ages, bearing fruit 5 to 6 times a year.¹ The fruit itself is
similar to a large grape in appearance and is colloquially dubbed the Brazilian Grape.
Traditionally, the Fruit has been used in Brazilian medicinal practices to ﬁght certain ailments such as
asthma, diarrhoea and sore throat. The skin of the Fruit has been subject to research and it is believed
there are large undiscovered health beneﬁts associated with its consumption. Further to the
Jaboticaba Fruit, we also utilise a suite of other fruits to enhance our portfolio of product offerings.

Jaboticaba
> A Superfruit that has a pleasant taste, dark colour and is a rich
source of a variety of phenolic compounds including ﬂavonoids,
anthocyanins, tannins, phenolic acids, as well as less known
polyphenols like depsides.¹
> Jaboticabas may ﬂower and fruit 5-6 times throughout the
humid and hot year in Malaysia.
> Beneﬁts of this fruit include treating or preventing chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease, diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular
diseases and stroke. ²
Abiu
> Known as the Pouteria Caimito, this fruit has a round, oblate
shape, and is smooth and pointed at the stigma. When the fruit
ripens, it turns bright yellow in colour.
> Mature Abiu trees produce 100 to 1,000 fruits each year. Fruit
production begins 3 to 4 years after planting.
> The fruit is a rich source of vitamin C, vitamin A, vitamin B3
(niacin), calcium, phosphorus and dietary ﬁbre. Its beneﬁts
include aiding vision, boosting the immune system, supporting
healthy skin, supporting the central nervous system, as well as the
digestive system and respiratory system.³
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Pumpkin
> A pumpkin is a cultivar of winter squash that is round with
smooth, slightly ribbed skin and is usually deep yellow to orange
in colour.
> Pumpkins demand warm, fertile soil for growth. They need
ample water and sunshine to grow. Pumpkins mature over 90 to
100 days, turning into a deep, solid colour.
> Several beneﬁts of consuming pumpkin include regulating
blood pressure, reducing risk of cancer, preventing diabetes and
improving vision.⁴

¹

https://www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/oc/freepubs/pdf/F_N-20.pdf

²

https://specialtyproduce.com/produce/Jabuticaba_12325.php

³

https://www.medindia.net/patients/lifestyleandwellness/health-beneﬁts-of-abiu-%2
0fruit.htm#:~:text=Abiu%20is%20a%20good%20source,calcium%2C%20phosphoru
s%20and%20dietary%20ﬁber.&text=Abiu%20fruit%20is%20beneﬁcial%20to,helps%2
0prevent%20s everal%20eye%20disorders.

⁴

https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/pumpkin#TOC_TITLE_HDR_2
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As of now, Juniverse has introduced six products to the market including Fresh Jaboticaba Fruit,
Jaboticaba Energetic Vinegar, Jaboticaba Stingless Bee Honey, Enzyme Fibre, Peptide and Natto
energy antioxidant drink mix powder.
In the near future, we might develop a range of new products such as cosmetic items and alcoholic
beverages with the Fruit as a core component. We have an ongoing collaboration with the University
of Technology Malaysia (UTM) and National Pingtung University of Science and Technology of
Taiwan professors to conduct raw materials and products research.

1ST BATCH PRODUCTS
Fresh Jaboticaba Fruit
> Fresh from the plantation where the Jaboticaba fruit retains
the fruity-sweet ﬂavour, similar to a grape.Its skin encases a sweet,
white or rosy pink gelatinous ﬂesh⁵

Jaboticaba Stingless Bee Honey with Active Enzyme
> Jaboticaba Stingless Bee Propolis is the extract of the
stingless bee propolis, a resinous material produced by bees
using plant sources from our Jaboticaba trees.
> It is useful in the prevention of diabetes, stroke, cancer, high
blood pressure, uric acid, arthralgia, anti-aging, lithiasis and is
helpful for body regeneration for women who have just given birth.

Jaboticaba Energetic Vinegar
> Jaboticaba Energetic Vinegar is a natural drink for boosting
energy. It carries a mature ﬂavour and fruity aroma, with a
slightly sweet, sharp and sour taste.
> Jaboticaba Energetic Vinegar has the function of
decomposing lactic acid, and may work to reduce fatigue,
minimise arteriosclerosis, obesity and blood oxidation, as well as
being an effective diuretic.
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Enzyme Fibre
> Enzyme Fibre features anthocyanins extracted from the
Jaboticaba plant, which has been shown to support antioxidant
health. The antioxidant effect of anthocyanins is 50 times that
of vitamin E and 20 times that of vitamin C.
> Enzyme Fibre can aid the body’s process of detoxiﬁcation,
improve ﬁtness, health and the condition of skin, as well as
promote weight loss.

Peptide
> The Juniverse small molecule peptide is a protein supplement
with short strings of amino acids. It is absorbed directly by our
body’s cells, as peptides can easily penetrate our skin and
intestines to enter our bloodstream.
> Our Peptide features Jaboticaba-extracted anthocyanins
which might assist in repairing cells, as well as provide
nutrients. There are six main functions of the peptide including
regenerating cells, improving blood circulation, boosting
immunity, aiding recovery from sickness, relieving stress and
aiding in sleep.
Natto Energy Antioxidant Drink Mix Powder
> The mix powder contains substances and nutrients which
can prevent or slow oxidative damage to the body.
> Natto Energy Antioxidant Drink Mix Powder might assist in
the prevention of blood clots, stimulation of thrombus, improves
blood pressure and cholesterol, prevention of haemorrhoids,
stroke, Alzheimer's, hypertension, hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia
as well as lowering the risks of cardiovascular disease, ﬁghts
fatigue and assists in the prevention of cancer.
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UPCOMING PRODUCTS
Estimated to be launched in Q3 2023
Jaboticaba Bee Propolis
> Jaboticaba Stingless Bee Propolis is the extract of the
stingless bee propolis, a resinous material produced by bees
using plant sources derived from our Jaboticaba tree.
> Bee Propolis has powerful antioxidant and antimicrobial
properties, making it naturally antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral
and a powerful remedy for healing wounds.

Jaboticaba Beauty Products
(Face Mask / Toner / Cleanser / Moisturiser / Day Cream)
> Jaboticaba skin and seed extracts show excellent
antioxidant free radical scavenging capabilities, being among
the most powerful known antioxidants.
> The extracts have anti-aging health beneﬁts and are rich in
vitamins C and B. They are a suitable halal ingredient in the
production of cosmetics or skincare products.

Liquor
> Jaboticaba happens to contain similar elements to grapes
(tannin, red pigment and fructose) that allow liquor to be
produced from it.
> Moderate alcohol consumption may provide health beneﬁts
such as a lowering the risk of developing heart disease, ischemic
stroke and diabetes.

Jaboticaba Juice
> Fresh fruits are compressed into juice retaining the
fruity-sweet ﬂavour of Jaboticaba.
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There is a limited supply of superfruits in South East Asia as not every country has the right climate
for superfruits to ﬂower and fruit. Countries of four seasons may not be suitable as the superfruits
require a hot and humid climate to plant.
Many consumers that are focused on a healthy lifestyle do not have a clear direction on what are the
right products or ways to stay healthy. At times people have the idea of improving their well-being
but may not have the sufﬁcient knowledge to get to the goal.
For health products, there is a lack of research as not many invest time into the product details.
Owners hire marketing ﬁrms to market their products to make them as attractive as possible but fail
to look into the ingredients that may be not suitable to the consumers.
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The suitable weather in Malaysia is at our advantage. Hot and humid weather is the perfect weather
for superfruits to grow. They may ﬂower and fruit up to 7 times a year which produces a large
amount of fruits for the market supply.
The progress of developing a health app for the consumers is to create awareness on the lack of
health knowledge. With this app, we aim to build a community to stay focused on health products
and and self well-being and get rewarded for completing certain tasks related to health.
To ensure the quality of the ingredients used in each product, we aim to focus on collaborating with
universities to carry out research. With the help of universities, there will be a more accurate result on
ensuring the product quality. Hence, ongoing R&D research has been conducted since the year 2019.
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Juniverse has developed a keen view of its target market, and plans to focus ﬁrst on the Malaysian
market with a view to expand into exports to China, Cambodia, the Philippines, Indonesia, Vietnam,
and Thailand.

The company will be targeting individuals who adopt a healthy lifestyle. Health-conscious
consumers are always looking for food with nutrition, strength and goodness. They act
wisely and responsibly for their health and are magniﬁcent as consumers of products and
services that are a healthy choice for their life. Thus, they are excellent customers for the
Juniverse health app.
Individuals aged between 25 - 60 years old are the target audience of Juniverse.
According to the International Food Information Council, younger consumers are more
health-conscious than previous generations.⁶ When it comes to health matters, people
seem to become more proactive than they used to be. Millennials care about having a
healthy lifestyle, and are willing to pay a premium for it, as well as being willing to engage
in the kind of digital community that Juniverse hopes to foster with their health app.

⁶

https://foodinsight.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/IFIC-Food-and-Health-Survey-2020.pdf
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Superfruit Market Overview
Processed superfruits have additional health beneﬁts in terms of nutritional content compared to
normal fruits. They have the highest content of antioxidants, minerals, amino acids, vitamins, and
healthy fats. Processed superfruits have various applications on food, beverages and cosmetics.
The global processed superfruits market is growing at a signiﬁcant rate due to the rising
demand from the food and beverages industry across the globe.⁷ In addition, growing
demand for superfruits-based antioxidants is expected to foster the growth of the
market. According to Coherent Market Insights, the global processed superfruits market
is estimated to account for US$ 47,678.7 million in terms of value and 12,979,203 thousand
tons in terms of volume by the end of 2019.⁸
In the report of Transparency Market Research, the global processed superfruits market
covers Latin America, Asia Paciﬁc, North America, and the Middle East and Africa.⁹
Among the regions, Asia Paciﬁc is expected to dominate the market due to signiﬁcant
rise in demand for processed superfruits. China and India are also major markets of the
global processed superfruits, as the demand for personal care products is growing. This is
because superfruits are the main ingredient in skincare goods such as lotions, face
creams, and cosmetics.

⁷

https://www.coherentmarketinsights.com/market-insight/processed-superfruits-m
arket-3956

⁸

https://www.coherentmarketinsights.com/market-insight/processed-superfruits-m
arket-3956

⁹

https://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/processed-superfruits-market.html
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Health is always at the forefront of many peoples’ minds, but the COVID-19 pandemic has made the
issues of healthcare and healthy lifestyles the topics of numerous conversations both public and private.
According to Research and Markets, the global health and wellness market reached a
value of US$ 3.31 billion in 2020. ¹⁰ Health and wellness are holistic concepts which
encompass the state of the body, mind and spirit. Some of the important aspects of the
health and wellness industry include personal care/beauty, nutrition, weight management,
ﬁtness and preventive/personalised medicine.
One of the key drivers of the market growth is the growing prevalence of chronic lifestyle
diseases across the globe. The prevalence of diabetes, blood pressure, asthma, arthritis,
cancer, dementia and other stress-related disorders has skyrocketed signiﬁcantly due to
the sedentary lifestyles and hectic schedules.¹¹ This has encouraged more people to be
conscious about various healthcare activities such as yoga, meditation and athletics. The
emerging trend of using wearable devices, such as ﬁtness bands and trackers, is also
contributing to the market growth.
The other factors including rapid urbanisation and rising disposable incomes, along with
the increase in the number of health-conscious consumers across the globe, are projected
to drive the global health and wellness market further. It is expected to reach a value of US$
4.24 billion by 2026, exhibiting a CAGR of 4.10% during 2021-2026.¹²

¹⁰

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/02/24/2181202/28124/en/GlobalHealth-and-Wellness-Market-2021-to-2026-Industry-Trends-Share-Size-Growth-Opp
ortunity-and-Forecast.html

¹¹

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/02/24/2181202/28124/en/GlobalHealth-and-Wellness-Market-2021-to-2026-Industry-Trends-Share-Size-Growth-Opp
ortunity-and-Forecast.html

¹²

https://www.einnews.com/pr_news/559886527/health-and-wellness-market-to-reach
-value-of-us-4-24-billion-by-2026-cagr-4-10
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Juniverse’s introduction into the health market is classiﬁed as medium to high in terms of its
barriers to entry.
Firstly, the company must be mindful of capital costs. The cost of the acquisition of the
plantation land, machinery and equipment and the raw materials involved are but a few
of the cost factors that will be incurred for this project. In order to establish a strong
standing in this industry, the upfront capital required is considered relatively substantial.
Secondly, it is integral for Juniverse to maintain strong customer loyalty. Well-established
and reputable brands have long-standing and wide-reaching support from their existing
customer base. For example, Fitbit has a substantial and active user base around the
globe that supports their app. With the strong competitors in the market, Juniverse must
invest time and money to establish strong relations with customers to earn their loyalty
and support.
Finally, Juniverse must be mindful of advertising and marketing. Established brands
generally have large budgets for advertising and marketing. As a result, Juniverse must
anticipate substantial spending on marketing and advertising campaigns with its new
products. Concurrently, the company needs to consider its approach to its campaigns to
ensure potential customers are attracted whilst mitigating any naturally-arising
apprehensions around its new entrant products.
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Juniverse is seeking to expand its integration of health-based incentives, cultivation capacity and
fruit cultivation capabilities as described in the following objectives stated:

HEALTHY
LIFESTYLE
To enhance lives and inspire
wholesome lifestyles,
alongside aspiring to become
a trusted and innovative
global leader in health
products and solutions.

FARMING
EXPANSION

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

To acquire land where our
farm will be set up and our
processing factory will
operate in line with
international food processing
and packaging standards.

To create a highly accessible
blockchain-based platform that
fairly rewards all users and serves
an economically viable model for
a host of uses.
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The Juniverse token is not only a way to play a role in Juniverse’s future projects in the business of food
and health– it’s also a way to gain access to the ecosystem of services and beneﬁts that Juniverse will
provide.
The token will be launched via an ICO, where buyers will be able to purchase tokens at the time of
their ﬁrst issue. The ICO will be completed over three stages, issuing an increasing volume of tokens
each round. For each round, investors will have the opportunity to purchase tokens in packages of 500,
1000, and 2000, with each token being equivalent in value to $1 USD.
Those who buy their token packages in the ﬁrst two rounds of the ICO will have access to bonus
tokens in proportion to their purchase, as both an incentive to participate early and as a display of
appreciation for their vote of conﬁdence in Juniverse. Bonus token amounts are listed in subsequent
sections of this paper.
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The Juniverse token will be launched using the Binance Smart Chain (“BSC”), a well-known and highly
secure decentralised digital ledger. Each token will be equal in value to $1 USD. Its reason for utilising
the ERC-20 protocol is its interoperability, its reputation as one of the fastest blockchain transaction
times in the industry and lowest fee structures.
Juniverse plans to issue a total of 125 million tokens over three ICO rounds, with each round associated
with new goals and business strategies that Juniverse will use the funds to pursue.

POWERED BY BSC
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JUNIVERSE TOKEN ECOSYSTEM
The Juniverse ICO represents the ﬁrst step toward building a community and digital ecosystem
for Juniverse customers, a process which produces an increasing number of use cases for the
Juniverse token.
The Juniverse token will act as a utility token for the upcoming Juniverse health app, facilitating
participation in the marketplace, allowing the purchase of Juniverse products through its
interface. Juniverse will also implement further ways to participate in the community with
gamiﬁed activities through the application, referral programs, and even the opportunity to earn
rewards by staking your tokens. Juniverse’s goals for promoting a healthy lifestyle are also
furthered by the application launch, as the app also aims to integrate rewards for real-world
healthy choices such as logging step counts or calories in optional competition with other
community members. Members will be rewarded for their participation, gaining ranks that allow
access to exclusive deals and ways to earn.
The potential that decentralised blockchain-based platforms have for building communities of
investors, rewarding customers, and maintaining participation has been proven by many existing
communities and platforms currently in existence. Juniverse has a great opportunity to build
such a community and harness the energy of blockchain-based platforms to provide an
engaging experience for their customers, as well as to reward participation via the application.
HEALTH APP
Juniverse plans to release its health app in 2023 with an advanced set of features at launch,
including staking capabilities, games, and a fully-functional marketplace. Following the release,
the app’s features will be expanded to include exclusive membership opportunities offered to
those who stake their tokens.
JABOTICABA NON FUNGIBLE TOKEN
Juniverse is also planning to release its own Jaboticaba non fungible token (“NFT”). Each
NFT will represent a speciﬁc Jaboticaba tree planted by us with the perks of NFT ownership over
the associated Jaboticaba tree going to the NFT holder. Ownership of the NFT will provide the
holder with beneﬁts including certain rights from the harvest of the Jaboticaba tree or certain
beneﬁts from its sale.
Juniverse has agreed terms with Jabo Plantation Sdn Bhd and through this partnership, expects
to plant between 6,000 to 10,000 Jaboticaba trees across Malaysia in major states including Perlis,
Johor and Pahang, with the trees ranging from 7 years to 12 years in age. To participate, users
purchase an NFT that is pegged to real physical trees. By virtue of the nature of NFTs, ownership
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access is recorded on the blockchain providing immutability of ownership.
Once the user owns the NFT, they will have access to certain beneﬁts, such as carbon credit
rewards, associated with the associated Jaboticaba tree. Through smart contracts, certain
rewards facilitated through the blockchain can be automatically distributed to NFT owners in a
trustless manner.
For the pilot, Juniverse plans to utilise 2,000 Jaboticaba trees for the NFT Collection.
The representation of NFT to trees is as follows:

TYPE

NUMBER OF TREES

PERCENTAGE OF
TREES

NUMBER OF NFT

% RARITY OF NFT

SUPER RARE

100

5%

25

5%

RARE

200

10%

100

10%

NORMAL

1600

80%

1600

80%

RESERVE

100

5%

N/A

5%

TOTAL

2000

1725
100%

100%
1725

100%
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Referral Incentives
Among the ways that Juniverse plans to maintain customer engagement and participation is by
implementing systems to reward customers who actively expand the reach of Juniverse’s services
by signing organic members up to the platform. In incentivising this kind of active, growth-oriented participation in its users, Juniverse hopes to capitalise on the network effect of the most
active users of Juniverse’s products, incentivising them to grow the platform’s reach. This works to
build a community of highly engaged and passionate users on Juniverse’s platform and provides
back to customers.
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How Referral Incentives Work
As humans, we naturally want to share the things we love with people we care about. By providing an
exciting and interesting experience for customers, we believe that Juniverse can motivate them to invite
others to Juniverse's platform.
By inviting a person to the platform who eventually signs up, a referrer can earn a portion of
commission on the sales made to the member. This portion is based on the number of members
referred— a tier will be assigned based on the scheme outlined in the below rank, corresponding to a
portion of sales accrued and bonus earnings.
Each year, all token holders will have the opportunity to climb up the ranks in order to enjoy their

RANK

MEMBERS REFERRED

BENEFITS ACTIVATED

(20% maximum referral incentive)

To achieve rank of Referrer

REFERRER

Referred Individuals
No minimum required
Referred Amount
No minimum required

To achieve rank of Associate

ASSOCIATE

Referred Individuals
Referred a minimum of 30 “Referrers”
Referred Amount
Referred revenue totalling
$60,000 USD from the referral pool

Receives 16% of the gross
revenue generated by the
network of their referred
individuals.

Receives 2% of the gross
revenue generated by the
network of their “Referrers”
Receives 18% of the gross
revenue from direct referrals

To achieve rank of Senior Associate

SENIOR
ASSOCIATE

Referred Individuals
Referred a minimum of 20 “Associates”

Receives 1% of the gross revenue
generated by the network of
their “Associates”

Referred Amount
Referred revenue totalling $180,000 USD
from the referral pool

Receives 18% of the gross
revenue from direct referrals

Spin Off
Applies only when the Senior Associate
has within their referral pool an
individual with the rank of Senior
Associate

Receives an additional 1% of the
gross revenue generated from
any Spin Off networks.

• Referral Incentives are to be paid out on a monthly basis;
• Annual Juniverse service fee of $USD 25 is waived upon reaching the Rank of Associate;
• All rankings will be reviewed on the 31st of December of each calendar year based on the previous 12 months of activity.
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Proof-of-Staked Authority
To protect the integrity of the Juniverse ecosystem and maintain the security of its token, Juniverse will
utilise the BSC’s highly secure delegated Proof of Stake (PoS) and Proof-of-Authority (PoA) consensus
mechanism. In this model, there are chosen validators who take turns conﬁrming transactions on the
network based on staked BNB which is said to mitigate against 51% attacks and tolerable of Byzantine
attacks. Therefore BSC is able to achieve block times as quick as 3 seconds, making transactions swift
and secure.
Staking Rewards
As explained above, in a proof-of-stake network, users are rewarded for temporarily locking up their
digital tokens to help validate transactions on the network. For Juniverse users, these rewards come in
the form of a share of fees from transactions on the network, as well as shares of proﬁts from product
sales. Users will stake their tokens and be rewarded according to a ranking system based on amounts
of tokens staked, determining how rewards are distributed.

STAKING RANKING

Top 10

Top 11-30

Top 31-100

ALL INVESTORS

STAKING REWARDS

> Monthly transaction fees: 0.03%
> Trimonthly proﬁt sharing from product sales: 5% / 10 = 0.5% per person

> Monthly transaction fees: 0.03%
> Trimonthly proﬁt sharing from product sales: 5% / 20 = 0.25% per person

> Monthly transaction fees: 0.03%
> Trimonthly proﬁt sharing from product sales: 5% / 70 = 0.07% per person

> Voting Rights: All token holders are able to participate in relevant
Juniverse voting activities such as product launches or product launch
activities.
> Monthly transaction fees: 0.03%

per person
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Juniverse Health App
As mentioned in previous sections, Juniverse aims to create a highly accessible blockchain-based
platform that fairly rewards all of its participants and serves a realistic and economically viable
model for participants to invest in Juniverse, purchase products, stake their Juniverse tokens, and
track their health and health-related activities. The Juniverse token is the currency that the
application hinges on, acting as a utility token for all the application’s services.
Juniverse plans to implement features into the application that will facilitate users in their pursuit
of a healthier lifestyle. One of these features is the ability to track the metrics of healthy living, a
function which further engages customers by allowing them to compete with other users and
earn rewards on the basis of these metrics.
Metrics such as step counts or calories burned can be tracked by integrating the app with
modern smartphones’ abilities to track this kind of data. Juniverse aims to make its application
into a powerful utility for users who value healthy living, with features such as being rewarded for
completion of health tasks, a fully functional marketplace, staking and rebates for transactions
made.
The app will act as a home base for the needs of a user looking to engage with a community of
others who share an interest in healthy living. Furthermore, it allows customers to beneﬁt from
and capture the value that their patronage creates. Blockchain technology allows for easy and
secure tracking of purchases and transactions, meaning that purchases of Juniverse’s products,
staking, and other activities in the app can be easily logged for users to reap the concomitant
rewards. An overview of the intended rewards is as follows:

SILVER

> Receive up to 3% token bonus for every transaction spent on purchasing Juniverse's
products or merchant partners' products when you have achieved “Silver” status under the
health app

GOLD

> Receive up to 6% token bonus for every transaction spent on purchasing Juniverse's
products or merchant partners' products when you have achieved “Gold” status under the
health app

PLATINUM

> Receive up to 10% token bonus subject to different transactions spent on purchasing
various Juniverse's products or merchant partners' products when you have achieved
“Platinum” status under the health app
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Merchant Partnerships
Additionally, users will be able to earn tokens as a rebate through purchasing items from
merchant partners. When users purchase items from merchant partners of the Juniverse
ecosystem, they will be eligible for token rewards based on the purchase value in accordance with
agreed token rebate mechanisms stated on merchant partners' websites in agreeance with the
Digital Token Team.
Rebates will not only help build and grow the Juniverse ecosystem, but also incentivise additional
merchants to participate, thereby growing community token utilisation. Not only does this beneﬁt
merchants, but also users who will be able to utilise their tokens for a wider range of use cases.
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Total Token For Sale

28,000,000

Token Price

$ 1 USDT per Token

We Accept

USDT

Token Sale Start Date

February 2023

Max Token Supply

125 Million Tokens
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There are 3 packages ICO participants can choose from in order to gain bonus tokens. Each
participant will receive bonus tokens for the respective packages they purchase as per the below:

PACKAGE

PACKAGE PRICE

BONUS TOKENS

Package 1

500 USD

3%

Package 2

1,000 USD

5%

Package 3

2,000 USD

8%

* Products purchased below the package prices stated above will not be entitled to bonus tokens.
The ICO will involve the issuance of Tokens through an ICO where the ICO participants will be able to
redeem Juniverse products using the Juniverse token.
The pricing of the package products are as follows:

PRODUCT

PACKAGE PRICE (USD)

Jaboticaba Fruit

25USD - 50USD (per kg)

Jaboticaba Juice

9USD - 18USD

Jaboticaba Vinegar

42USD - 84USD

Honey

62USD - 124USD

Fibre

42USD - 84USD

Peptide

50USD - 100USD

Natto

32USD - 64USD

Skincare

18USD - 56USD

Liquor

97USD - 294USD
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The ICO will be run through the Juniverse Token Sale Platform. To participate in the offering and
purchase the packages described in the previous page, you must have a BSC compatible wallet.
Visit https://ico.juniverse.io to purchase the packages of Juniverse tokens mentioned in the
previous page. The ICO offer will be available until all tokens have been sold, or until 31 March
2023 after the offer opens.
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TEAM AND
ADVISORS
10%
RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT
10%

HEALTH
REWARDS
20%

LIQUIDITY
RESERVES
AND MARKETING
6.17%

EARLY
BACKERS
21.09%

PUBLIC
SALES
18.18%
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STAGE

TOTAL

125,000,000

1

STAGE

2

STAGE

3
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20 BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Binance Smart Chain is a protocol of choice. BSC is an independent chain that runs alongside the
Binance chain and provides functionality for smart contracts. BSC also works with the Ethereum
Virtual Machine, meaning it is able to support a large number of Decentralised Applications
currently running on the Ethereum Network. This interoperability means easier uptake and
adoption of the Juniverse token. BSC is also smart contract compatible.
Smart contracts are programs stored on the blockchain. They are essentially self-executing
contracts which occur when predetermined conditions are met and facilitate the agreement
between buyer and seller in a transaction. The Digital Token ecosystem will also have technological
programs in place to add additional layers of security on top of its blockchain and the team’s own
security measures. These additional security layers will be based on technological security patches
and releases which will further ensure the safe and secure transactions of every user.
BSC relies on a consensus mechanism called Proof-of-Staked Authority (PoSA). This approach
means it can facilitate a short block time and facilitate lower fees.
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As with any endeavour in the ﬁeld of cryptocurrency, customers are advised to ensure their
wallets are as secure as reasonably possible. Participants in the Juniverse ICO should be mindful
of the following before purchasing any token packages:
•

Your wallet is ERC 20 compatible (eg. Metamask)

•

Your wallet address is accurate when inputted into the ICO platform’s interface

•

Your payment address is correctly inserted

•

Any relevant private keys and seed phrases are stored securely
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Blockchain technology naturally provides a secure method of recorded transactions through its
unique consensus-driven ledger concept. But every blockchain’s implementation is different and
has different weaknesses and vulnerabilities.
Decentralised consensus:
In the same way that any system’s integrity beneﬁts from frequent independent
audits, BSC beneﬁts from thousands of independent nodes acting as validators of
transactional data. The thousands of computers worldwide that run nodes each work
to come to a consensus on the correct order of transactions, forming a block of
transaction hashes to add to the ledger, which is circulated throughout the system of
nodes in encrypted form. These transaction blocks together form a coherent
sequential ‘chain’ in which each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous
block. To insert a block of transactions in the middle of the chain would mean
validating all subsequent transaction blocks in competing with the combined
validation efforts of a large network of computers worldwide, the vast majority of
which have agreed on an existing ledger state. This renders the possibility of a node
successfully defrauding the blockchain vanishingly small.
Transparency:
When a bank holds funds and manages transaction data of its clients, it should in
principle do so honestly— but both the obscurity of its internal processes and its
unique authority over its ﬁnancial network make it a point of vulnerability for hacks,
misappropriation of funds, abuse of authority, and the creation of new money— an
activity which devalues all existing money in the network. The incentive for a bank or
other centralised bodies to interfere in the network that they control is high. With all
blockchains, not only are all transactions independently validated by many parties
incentivised to maintain the integrity of the network, but all transactions are publicly
viewable through a chain explorer such as Etherscan. This provides transparency in
ﬁnancial activity that is unprecedented in the banking system.
Independence Through Automation
To enforce rules in a ﬁnancial system, there must be protocols which are not able to
be breached by users. In a banking system, the power to enforce these protocols lies
with the bank itself. Users must trust their bank to hold and manage their funds
securely and responsibly. In the above section on Smart Contracts, you can read about
how the BSC network achieves a trust-minimised ﬁnancial system without giving this
power to a central body. All actors in the network have an equal status, with the
integrity of currencies and transactions enforced not by people, but by rules laid out in
Smart Contract code.
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Illiquidity Risk
This is the risk that a token holder may be unable to exchange his or her Juniverse tokens.
Juniverse has a legal responsibility to attempt to ensure that transactions made on its network
meet legal requirements, and are not used for the purposes of money laundering or fraud, and to
comply with government regulations regarding the transaction of cryptocurrencies. Juniverse will
provide to the best of its ability a mechanism for all customers to participate in the Juniverse
marketplace, exchange their tokens for Juniverse’s products, and beneﬁt from staking and
referral rewards. However, the security provided by the blockchain also confers a level of
independence to activities in the Juniverse ecosystem which Juniverse is unable to control.
Human Error Risk
Cryptocurrency wallets are made secure by seed phrases and wallet addresses which are the
responsibility of the user to record and properly manage. Inputting an incorrect wallet address
when approving a transaction confers a risk that funds may be sent to the wrong wallet. It is the
responsibility of the user to ensure that when they purchase a token package in the course of the
ICO, they have correctly input their wallet address. Metamask, for example, provides an easy
feature for copying and pasting a wallet address from a browser extension, but it is
recommended that users verify that they have made no error when they paste their wallet
address in the course of any transaction.
The loss of a wallet’s seed phrase can also render the funds inside the wallet inaccessible to the
user. Therefore, it is recommended that a wallet’s seed phrase be stored in one or more physically
secure locations ofﬂine, to account for the possibility that he or she may need to access the wallet
from another device, or in the event of a wallet being compromised.
Regulatory Risk
The state of cryptocurrency regulations is in ﬂux worldwide, and though Juniverse endeavours to
respond to the best of its ability to regulatory changes, it is possible that governments of certain
jurisdictions will place restrictions on the use, trade, or ownership of cryptocurrencies. Legislative
activity on cryptocurrency is difﬁcult to predict, and users have a responsibility to remain
reasonably informed of the legal status of cryptocurrencies in their jurisdiction. Likewise, tax laws
regarding cryptocurrencies are subject to change which is outside of Juniverse’s control, and
since the Juniverse app and marketplace serve a global demographic, it is the responsibility of
the user to comply with the stipulations of their tax jurisdiction.
Hacking and Security
Though the security beneﬁts of blockchain are manifold and its history does not suggest a high
risk of malfunction, breakdown, or abandonment, the network is potentially subject to these
instabilities. Juniverse endeavours to inform its customers to the best of its ability of potential
dangers to the network’s integrity, and encourages users to remain informed as to the current
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state of the network. Loss of access to tokens due to fraudulent or accidental transactions is still
possible, and users should be advised that these funds may not be recoverable. Users can
mitigate these risks by familiarising themselves with standard security procedures to maintain
access to their tokens.
Risk of Company Performance
Though Juniverse works diligently to maintain a strong commercial record and continue to grow,
it is possible that the performance of the Juniverse ecosystem or Juniverse as a commercial entity
will not meet projections for reasons such as failure of commercial relationships, drastic changes
to the market, or misapprehension of market viability of Juniverse’s products. In the event that
Juniverse’s platform becomes commercially unviable, it may cease to operate. It is in Juniverse’s
interest, as well as their business plan, to expand the reach and proﬁts of the Juniverse ecosystem
and return shares of their earnings to Juniverse participants, but users should be advised of the
risk of diminishing company performance in the face of changing market conditions. Juniverse
will work to keep its customers aware of all relevant changes in the Juniverse roadmap, so that
they may react smartly and anticipate shifting conditions to the best of their ability.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Lin Wooi
Lin Wooi is the Founder of Juniverse as well as STO Advisory Sdn
Bhd. He has signiﬁcant experience in ﬁnancial services,
banking, sales, marketing, and blockchain technology.
His strong business acumen and entrepreneurial foresight is
the key that has assisted numerous clients in establishing a
solid and sustainable foundation on to operate their businesses.
The game-changing moment happened back in the year 2017
when he started his Blockchain journey where he assisted his
previous company in the planning of the whole initial coin
offering all the way from marketing, tokenomics, fundraising, as
well as recruitment of advisors.
Lin Wooi realizes there is a ﬂaw in the tokenomic of most
Move-To-Earn health apps due to not having a sustainable
ecosystem thus he creates Juniverse a health app with a
self-sustaining ecosystem. Juniverse has a number of use cases
that generates income such as through sales of health product
and yield of superfruit. He saw an opportunity for Juniverse and
plan to create NFTs that are pegged to a physical tree allowing
owners of NFTs to proﬁt from the consistent harvest of
superfruit.

Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lin-wooi-stoadvisor/

DIRECTOR
Joseph Loh
Quoqqa Pty Ltd. co-founder and Kejaya Pty Ltd. founder acted as a
moderator for various ICO pools for a period from 2018 to 2020. He is
very enthusiastic to be part of the Jabo team in their endeavours to
create something which adds value to the crypto world while allowing
him to exercise his business skills and overcome complex challenges.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/seng-loh-332b6245/
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CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Chong Yee Ping
Miss Chong is equipped with the ability to anticipate ﬁnancial
management issues and address them which is an essential
character trait in creating wealth for the company. She is able to
make decisions on behalf of the company with conﬁdence and
assertiveness. She possesses a strong will which ensures always
doing the right thing by upholding ethical and professional
standards, as well as being honest in all transactions with the
company and the stakeholders.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/choong-yee-ping-2b8b90237

CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER
Anson Ooi Ye Lun
Anson excels at strategic thinking, possesses excellent leadership skills,
and has a keen business acumen and the ability to effectively manage,
lead and supervise a multidisciplinary team. Anson also has strong
analytical and problem-solving skills, being able to organise others and
work independently. He has a proven capability to assist in planning
for development trends of the project for the beneﬁt of the company.
He also possesses good time management, along with the ability to
plan and work well to cooperate with the company to execute any
task effectively, thereby overcoming all challenges in the company’s
path.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/anson-ooi-ye-lun-0611a8a9
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CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER
Kelvin Ooi Wey Boon
Kelvin possesses the ability to assist the company's transnational
branch construction, and is well-positioned to manage the short-term
and long-term planning of the company. He also has a facility with
the design of sales, branding and marketing systems for the
company. He is a master in his ability to maximise the cohesion of the
marketing team and assist leaders to help the company perform well
in the market.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kelvin-ooi-327448238
LEGAL ADVISOR
Chiang Woei Chien
Mr. Chiang Woei Chien is a Malaysian practising advocate and
solicitor. He graduated with his Bachelor of Law from the University
of London with second class honours in 1997. In 2003, he obtained
his postgraduate diploma in Professional and Legal Skills from The
City University, London, a qualiﬁcation which made him admissible to
the English Bar. He was admitted to the Honourable Society of
Lincoln’s Inn in 2001 and was called to the English Bar in 2004. He
then returned to Malaysia to further pursue his passion in law and
was admitted to the Malaysian Bar in 2005. Since 2005, he has been
practising under the name and fashion of Messrs Chiang Chambers,
a practice which he maintains today. He has vast experience in the
ﬁelds of criminal law, conveyancing, corporate conveyancing and
general civil litigation.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/chambers-chiang-a11333242
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LEGAL ADVISOR
Kenny Lee
Kenny Lee is a lawyer with over 10 years of experience across
corporate and start-up advisory with an in-depth understanding
of the Australian business and ﬁnancial landscape as well as a ﬁrm
believer that blockchain will be a true gamechanger in how
business regulation is managed and run in how we both manage
regulation and run businesses.
He is a Co-Founder of Neo Legal, a law ﬁrm that specialises in
blockchain advisory, a blockchain-based capital raising platform
fostering growth for Australian businesses.
Start-ups and corporates tend to seek out Kenny’s advice before
starting on their blockchain projects, cryptocurrency funds and
exchanges, STO structuring and compliance, digital assets and
token economies which encompasses AFSL and ACL licensing,
disclosure requirements and ongoing regulatory compliance,
including AML/CTF.
Recently, Kenny was appointed to the board of Blockchain Centre,
Australia’s largest community of blockchain entrepreneurs,
mentors and investors, where he continues to advocate for the
technology’s application across a wide range of business
industries.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lawyer-crypto-blockchain-melbourne
-australia/
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IT ADVISOR
Sylvester Lee
Sylvester is the founder of Veriﬁcer, a B2B blockchain solution
company operating in Malaysia, China and Hong Kong and
specialising in corporate product provenance, tracking, auditing,
collection of supply chain data for machine learning for market
forecasting, corporate credit scoring and leveraging on
blockchain to achieve zero knowledge proofs and to support
banks in credit risk assessment and the provision of supply chain
ﬁnance to SMEs. Veriﬁcer audits the blockchain transactional data
of SMEs, streamlines SME background checks and account
audits, automates the ﬁnancing approval process, traversing the
challenges of applying for bank loans, as well as tackling cash
ﬂow problems with invoice terms.
He is also the CTO and founder of FiiiLab, an end-to-end
blockchain solution company that provides blockchain
application development and consultation services,
cryptocurrency POS terminals, digital wallets, payment gateways
and exchange services.
He is a partner of Moden KOL media company, a Key Opinion
Leader (KOL) online marketing service provider which manages
article copywriting, video live marketing, event hosting, web
design and KOL training. Currently there are 300 KOLs ready for
disposal to work on any product or service marketing.
He has 13 years of IT industry experience acting as a technical lead
consultant at HP. He is also a software mentor of European
Innovation Academy and has achieved recognition as an Alibaba
Cloud MVP (Most Valuable Professional).
He has successfully ﬁled 7 blockchain-related utility patents and 3
Bluetooth™ payment hardware utility patents in China, and is
the creator of FiiiChain, a robust customizable blockchain
protocol framework.
Linkedin Proﬁle:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/leesengliang
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